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ABSTRACT

Extraction of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem from

structural magnetic resonances images (MRIs) is an impor-

tant initial step in neuroimaging. We present an automated

algorithm that solves this difficult problem, often referred to

as skull stripping, which is novel for its use of registration,

segmentation, and morphological operations. Our algorithm

is also concerned with an accurate representation of the grey

matter boundary, which is a unique feature. We also present

results demonstrating the accuracy of this approach.

Index Terms— Biomedical image processing, brain, im-

age registration, image segmentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Isolation of brain from non-brain tissue in magnetic resonance

images is still a topic of interest despite extensive work in the

area [1–11]. This problem, known as skull stripping or brain

extraction, is equivalent to a whole brain segmentation which

correctly classifies cerebral grey matter (GM) and white mat-

ter (WM) from other tissues such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),

skull, meninges, etc. Quantitative neurological image pro-

cessing (NIP) is often based on structural magnetic resonance

images (MRI) that use this preliminary step. In spite of the

plethora of approaches, the gold standard for skull stripping

remains that of a human rater. This is not desirable, as a hu-

man rater may spend several hours to manually segment one

whole head MR image, and different raters may introduce bi-

ases or inconsistencies.

Automated skull stripping methods have encountered sev-

eral difficulties. Brain tissues share similar intensities with

neighboring extra-cerebral tissues and images are often het-

erogeneous in terms of intensity scales, patient orientation, or

scanned portion of the head. Recent studies have compared

the consistency of raters against each other and automated

algorithms [12, 13] and observed that different methods will

produce different types of segmentations, corresponding to
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slightly different skull stripping requirements. The choice of

a skull stripping technique should be motivated by the sub-

sequent processing of the data. Unfortunately, there are no

studies detailing how a raters or algorithms bias may influ-

ence a NIP pipeline.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm for skull strip-

ping that combines elastic registration, tissue segmentation,

and morphological techniques into a fast hybrid method that

reliably produces accurate results in our experiments. The pa-

per is arranged into a brief overview of existing methods and

a discussion of the objectives for our skull stripping approach,

follow by a description of our method. The algorithm’s per-

formance is then tested and validated against careful human

delineation on a population of 18 T1-weighted MRI data sets.

2. BACKGROUND AND GOALS

There are four broad classes that cover the techniques used in

existing skull stripping methods:

1. Morphological Based The most common approach is to

apply successive morphological operations on the MRI vol-

ume. Generally, these methods first use operator input to de-

termine certain thresholds, the region of interest or a seed for

a region growing phase. Morphological dilation and erosion

operations are repeated, in some hierarchically context, until

a stopping criterion is satisfied or a user-specified end point is

reached [1, 2].

2. Atlas Based Several groups have used atlases to identify

the whole head segmentation. These methods vary in how

many templates they use in distinguishing anatomical regions

and also how they apply these atlases. Some methods use an

affine registration to put the subject in a Talairach space and

perform a segmentation within this space. Other algorithms

use elastic registration techniques, multiple atlases, and what

is termed a voting scheme to differentiate the tissue classes

[3–5]. Most methods incur the risk of a bias toward the atlas

images.

3. Deformable Surface Based These approaches evolve a

surface using various forces to find the boundary of the brain
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from an initialization based on user input or other criteria such

as the center of mass of the whole head. The brain extrac-

tion is thus mostly data-driven, but the definition of the initial

guess can be critical [6, 7].

4. Hybrid Methods These methods are some combination

of the classes listed above with additional elements [8–10].

Many of the algorithms that could be classified distinctly in

one of the previous groups are now being refactored to in-

corporate some feature of the other methods. These methods

combine the skull stripping results from different approaches

to cancel out the bias or inaccuracies inherent to one of the

other methods. Our method, like most modern methods, is

best described as a hybrid method.

In most previous approaches, the goal of skull stripping

was to segment out GM and WM from all other tissues, with-

out any concern for an accurate representation of the GM

boundary with the CSF and other non-WM tissue. As such,

we wish to remove skull, meninges, and other tissues with-

out excising any cortical surface GM or WM. The CSF sur-

rounding the cortical surface is important to define the GM

boundary, and we devised our method to consistently include

a thin layer of CSF around the brain. This also influences how

we evaluate our algorithm; we are primarily concerned with

producing a mask that fully contains the mask of the human

rater.

3. METHOD

3.1. FUNDAMENTALS

First we would like to outline a central assumption of our

method. The GM and WM we are interested in are connected

by the following scheme: there is a path connecting any two
GM/WM voxels such that from the point of highest intensity
along the path to either end point the intensity is never in-
creasing.

This is readily understood by taking a slice of an MRI data

set and using the intensities as height information. With this

representation, voxels are considered to be connected if they

are on the same hill and disconnected if they are separated

by a valley, see Fig. 1 for an illustration. It should also be

noted that this approach is heavily dependent on underlying

properties inherent to T1-weighted MRIs.

With this concept it becomes apparent that if we can rea-

sonably isolate the WM (hill peaks) we can perform a mor-

phological dilation based on descending this hill to the valley
represented by the CSF and image background. We will also

add an appropriate stopping criterion in those instances when

we are traversing a plane, with respect to image intensities.

To this end, our algorithm first performs a fast non-linear

registration based on the Adaptive Bases Algorithm (ABA)

[14] from multiple atlases to the subject. We generate sepa-

rately a tissue classification on the subject using FANTASM

[15]. The registration and segmentation are combined to ini-

Fig. 1. Inset we see a slice of a typical data set, while the

main image shows a hill/valley representation of the same

slice. The heights are derived from the image intensities, the

color scheme is also derived from the intensities.

tialize a GM/WM region within the subject, two morpholog-

ical operations follow to ensure we have not included any of

the skull, dura or other tissue at this early stage. We then use

the image intensity, segmentation and registration results as

part of a dilation operation to descend the GM/WM hill to the

CSF boundary.

3.2. ALGORITHM

As the first step, we wish to identify the crest of the hill cor-

responding to the GM/WM connected component. To de-

rive this initial state we perform an ABA registration [14]

between the subject brain and the atlases. ABA registration

maximizes mutual information with an underlying deforma-

tion field modeled on radially symmetric basis functions. Be-

cause we do not rely solely on the registration of an atlas,

we perform the registration on the data downsampled by a

factor of 4. The registration is thus very fast, and we com-

pensate for the inherent bias of using only one atlas by per-

forming multiple registrations using N different atlases, with

typically N = 3 or 4. We then transform a mask for each

atlas into the subject space based on the output of the regis-

tration. The mask is a hand-delineated representation of the

cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and brain stem. We then gener-

ate a probability mask given in the subject space at voxel i as,

Pi = (# Masks that include i)/N, see Fig. 2(a).

In addition, we generate a tissue segmentation of the whole

head MRI using FANTASM [15]. FANTASM is a robust tis-

sue classification algorithm which is an extension of the adap-

tive fuzzy c-means algorithm. We use four classes within

FANTASM, two of these classes (Γ2 and Γ3) are an approx-

imate representation of WM and GM though dura, skull, and

adipose tissue tend to also be included in these two classes.

The other tissue classes break down into a class made up of
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CSF, bone and background (Γ1) and another (Γ4) dominated

by skin and adipose tissue and a small number of WM vox-

els. Fig. 2(b) shows all four tissue classes for a particular data

set. We combine the registration and segmentation in order to

have the best of what either has to offer. So we produce our

initial mask M, using the following criterion based on both

the registration and segmentation:

M =
{

i|i ∈ Γ3, Pi ≥ N − 1
N

}
∪ {i|i ∈ Γ2, Pi = 1} .

This initial segmentation provides a representation of the WM,

and subcortical GM with a high degree of confidence, see

Fig. 2(d). There are two problems with this initial mask: tis-

sue from the neck and around the base of the brain stem are

included in the mask, secondly we can have gross errors in

the registration that lead to portions of dura and skull being

included. To deal with these problems, we perform an ag-

gressive morphological erosion operation on the current mask

with a structuring element of 3x3x3 voxels. This erosion

is performed twice and then we find the largest 6-connected

component that remains in the mask and excise all other con-

nected components from the mask, an example is shown in

Fig. 2(e).

The next major step is to perform our hill decent in a rea-

sonable manner, using both the registration and segmentation.

Starting from the eroded initial mask, we add voxel i on the

boundary to our maskM if it meets either of the two follow-

ing criteria:

1.
i ∈ Γ2 ∪ Γ3, Ij ≥ Ii, Pi ≥ 1

N
,

for j ∈M∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3 and i ∈ N18(j),

2.
i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3, Ij > Ii

for j ∈M∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3 and i ∈ N18(j),

where Ii denotes the intensity of voxel i and N18(j) is the

18-connected neighborhood of voxel j.

The first condition allows us to grow our mask in regions

of non increasing intensity assuming the appropriate tissue

classes and the probability mask is encouraging us to grow.

While in the second condition we can add a CSF voxel to

the mask only if its neighbor is GM/WM and we are strictly

descending an image intensity, thus we can dilate beyond the

GM boundary, but only by one voxel. We allow the mask to

dilate to voxels meeting the above provisions until the number

of voxels it has added in a single sweep through the mask is

less than 0 · 333% of the total volume of the MRI data set.

There are voxels that still may not be included in the mask

during the dilation because they are local intensity peaks, even

though they are areas with an appropriate tissue class and a

high probability they would have us ascending an intensity

hill and so are excluded at this stage, Fig. 2(f). To correct

for these situations, we perform a one voxel dilation, a hole

filling and a one voxel erosion to our current mask, we refer

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Fig. 2. For a given data set we show (a) the probability mask,

(b) the tissue classification, (c) the original image, (d) the ini-

tial mask, (e) the mask after erosion and retaining the largest

connected component, (f) the mask prior to the modified mor-

phological closing, (g)MA and (h)MH .

to this as a modified morphological closing. The hole filling

finds the largest 6-connected component that is background

and sets all other background components to be part of the

mask. We perform the dilation and erosion, simply to avoid

situations were the intensity peaks may be 6-connected to the
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background.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our validation study was carried out on 18 T1-weighted MRIs

of the whole head [16]. Each image had been manually de-

lineated by a human expert to create a mask containing only

WM and GM tissues of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain

stem cut at the lowest boundary of the cerebellum. For each

subject three atlases were chosen from a larger population of

similarly acquired and delineated data sets.

The primary metrics used for evaluating the algorithm mask,

MA, in comparison to the rater mask, MH , are the Jaccard

Similarity Coefficient (JSC), Dice Coefficient and contain-

ment index (CI). These metrics are defined as follows:

JSC =
|MH ∩MA|
|MH ∪MA| , CI =

|MA ∩MH |
|MH | .

A JSC of 1 represents complete overlap, while a value of 0

denotes no overlap. The Dice coefficient is readily computed

from the JSC, we report its value in keeping with previous

studies. The Containment Index (CI), how much of MH is

contained withinMA for a given subject. Similar to the JSC,

values of 1 for the CI are desired.

Table 1 shows the results from our study of 18 subjects,

comparing MA with MH . The total run time for the algo-

rithm was between 15 and 20 minutes. Our results are in

keeping with recent articles [13] on the performance charac-

teristics of various automated skull stripping algorithms. We

also note that the CI, which is equivalent to Type 1 error, is

higher than those reported by other approaches. From this we

can say that our algorithm is identifying more true positives

than other reported methods.

Table 1. The Mean, Standard Deviation (STD), Minimum,

Median and Maximum for the JSC, Dice Coefficient, and the

CI.

Mean STD Min Median Max
Dice 0.9213 0.0185 0.8833 0.9245 0.9445

JSC 0.8547 0.0316 0.7911 0.8595 0.8950

CI 0.9960 0.0091 0.9597 0.9989 0.9999

We have presented a skull stripping algorithm that has

been robust in our small study. In the future we plan to per-

form further evaluation with a larger population group and

a broader comparison with multiple human raters. We also

plan some refinements to our method to compensate for par-

tial volume and image inhomogeneities. Another issue we

would like to explore is the benefits of preselecting atlases to

enhance performance.
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